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Tree lovers branch out after Katrina
Groups replanting area's urban forest

Saturday, October 21, 2006
By Sheila Grissett
East Jefferson bureau

Politicians from Jefferson and Orleans sometimes have trouble working together to improve
housing, drainage and mass transit, but tree lovers from the two parishes have no problem
crossing political boundaries on behalf of the region's urban forest.

 Advertisement

 

In the second major collaboration since Hurricane Katrina and its cleanup destroyed a substantial
portion of the area's tree canopy, a coalition of green activists from New Orleans and Jefferson
Parish joined forces this week with the Louisiana Urban Forest Council to kick off a major season
of replanting.

Representatives of Friends of Jefferson the Beautiful and Parkway Partners of New Orleans
gathered with forest council officers and elected officials Friday along Bonnabel Boulevard in
Metairie to begin the planting of some 2,500 trees over the next several months. The Jefferson-
Orleans NeighborWoods Rebuilding Project is sponsored by the national nonprofit Alliance for
Community Trees.

About 1,375 trees will be planted on public property in Jefferson Parish in the next several
months, and probably about the same number in New Orleans. In New Orleans, plantings are
more problematic because of the huge Katrina cleanup and restoration still under way there.

Some of the work is being done by Tree Troopers, volunteers who were taught by New Orleans-
based urban forester Tom Campbell and other specialists on proper planting and maintenance of
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trees. Although Tree Trooper training is a program of Metairie-based Friends of Jefferson the
Beautiful, it was offered in New Orleans this summer for the first time as green leaders on both
sides of the parish line began a concerted push to join forces in support of replanting and
repairing the region's tree canopy.

"It's great to be working on an important regreening effort at a time when other organizations are
doing so as well," said Urban Forest Council Chairman Joe Baucum. "Part of our goal is to draw
attention to the good work being done at the grass-roots level all across the country to improve
urban and community forests."

Cooler temperatures make November through February ideal tree-planting months in subtropical
southeast Louisiana.

The Alliance for Community Trees and its nonprofit members are using October to increase
urban forest stewardship by educating community leaders, policymakers and the public on the
benefit of a healthy tree canopy.

In addition to saving home cooling costs by as much as 45 percent by blocking direct sunlight,
mature trees can increase property values an average of 12 percent to 20 percent, according to
studies routinely cited by government agriculture and forestry departments.

These studies also say that for every $1 invested in planting the right tree in the right place, a
community receives up to $3.74 in benefits from reductions in public energy consumption, costs
of water treatment and storm drainage systems, thanks to reductions in storm runoff and erosion.

. . . . . . .

Sheila Grissett can be reached at sgrissett@timespicayune.com or (504) 467-1746.


